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AbstractAbstractAbstractAbstractAbstract

BackgrBackgrBackgrBackgrBackground:ound:ound:ound:ound: Activation of renin-Angiotensin system in hypertension was believed to be major

determinant in endothelial dysfunction, micro-inflammation, and reactive oxygen species generation. This

study aimed to investigate the interaction of increased blood pressure with cardiovascular risk factors in

chronic kidney disease (CKD).

Materials & methods:Materials & methods:Materials & methods:Materials & methods:Materials & methods:     The study was an observational study with cross-sectional design that

consecutively enrolled CKD patients in Universitas Airlangga Hospital and two other hospitals in Surabaya,

Indonesia. The resting blood pressure and kidney functions of the participants were examined.

Malondialdehyde (MDA) and total antioxidant capacity (TAC) was measured in serum and used as oxidative

stress markers. Serum hs-C-reactive protein (CRP), lymphocyte-to-monocyte ratio and platelet-to-

lymphocyte ratio were utilized as inflammatory markers, while urine albumin-to-creatinine ratio (ACR)

was used as renal disease marker. The participants were grouped based on their systolic and diastolic

blood pressure (SBP and DBP). The difference of marker levels between groups was tested using Mann-

Whitney test. The correlation between SBP and DBP with inflammation, oxidative stress, and albuminuria

was determined using Spearman’s test.

Results:Results:Results:Results:Results:     As many as 71 patients with CKD were enrolled in this study. As much as 37% of the participants

had high SBP and 14% had high DBP. High SBP positively associated with MDA (P<0.05), hs-CRP (P<0.05),

platelet-to-lymphocyte ratio (P<0.05), and ACR (P<0.0001) and negatively with lymphocyte-to-monocyte

ratio (P<0.05) and TAC (P<0.0001). High DBP associated positively with ACR (P<0.05) and negatively with

TAC (P<0.05).

Conclusions: Conclusions: Conclusions: Conclusions: Conclusions: High systolic or diastolic blood pressure was significantly associated with inflammation,

oxidative stress and albuminuria. Optimal blood pressure control may be one of strategies to prevent

inflammation and oxidative stress among CKD patients.
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Introduction:

Chronic kidney disease (CKD) and hypertension are both

major global health problems. The current prevalence of high

blood pressure is estimated around 18-31% globally, while

CKD prevalence was 10% among South East Asian countries

in 2013.1 Both of the disorders  frequently coincide as blood

pressure typically increase with declined kidney function

and associated with poor outcomes.2 However, adverse

cardiovascular events in CKD is the result of interactions

between multiple risk factors rather than a contribution of

single factor.2
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Inflammation and oxidative stress are two of non-traditional

cardiovascular risk factors in CKD. Oxidative stress which is

resulted from the imbalance of oxidant and anti-oxidant

system. In hypertensive non-CKD population, activation of

the renin-angiotensin system has been proposed as a

mediator of NAD(P)H oxidase activation and reactive oxygen

species (ROS) production.3 Multiple studies have shown

consistent association between inflammation and adverse

cardiovascular event in patients with CKD.4,5  Hypertension

acts as major determinant of endothelial dysfunction

promoting inflammatory response in vascular damage.6 It

has been shown in experimental model that hypertension

promote expression of pro-inflammatory cytokines.6

On the other hands, high blood pressure is a mechanical

stress to glomerulus which strongly associated with

progression of CKD. The mechanical stressed that increases

the intra-glomerular pressure initiates the cascade of

endothelial damage, podocyte injury, and sclerosis.7 In

epidemiological study, high Systolic Blood Pressure (SBP)

is strong predictor of CKD progression to end-stage renal

disease (ESRD) while high Diastolic Blood Pressure (DBP)

was consistently associated with higher cardiovascular

mortality in CKD.8

This study aimed to investigate the association of high SBP

and DBP with oxidative stress, inflammation, and CKD

progression. The progression of kidney disease can be well

monitored using marker of kidney damage such as urinary

albumin-to-creatinine ratio (ACR) as demonstrated

previously. High-sensitivity C-reactive protein (hs-CRP) is

an established inflammatory marker with strong association

with cardiovascular mortality in CKD.5 In the other hand,

higher platelet-to-lymphocyte ratio and lower Lymphocyte-

to-monocyte ratio were novel predictive marker for higher

cardiovascular mortality.9,10 This study compared the

oxidative stress, inflammation, and kidney damage markers

in CKD patients who had high SBP or DBP.

Materials & methods:

Study design and participants

This study is an observational clinical study with a cross-

sectional design. We assumed that the á-value and the

expected power for this study were 0.05 and 80%

respectively. With the expected correlation coefficient for

blood pressure with inflammation, oxidative stress, and

albuminuria was 0.400, the minimum number of hypertensive

patients is 47 based on previously described calculation. 11

The subjects of this study were patients who visit the internal

medicine clinics or hemodialysis units in a government and

a private hospital in Surabaya, Indonesia on May to August

2017. All of the subjects were agreed and sign informed

consent for this study. The diagnosis of CKD was confirmed

by NKF K-DOQI criteria based on CKD-EPI equation

(eGFRd”60 mL/min/1.73 m2, urine albumin > 300 mg/day,

Albumin to Creatinine Ratio > 250 mg/g for men and > 355

mg/g for women). The subjects who had overt infection,

malignancy, and fever in the last three days were excluded

from this study. The study was approved by Universitas

Airlangga Hospital Ethic Committee (Approval number: 093/

IGH/2017) and conducted by research team with Good

Clinical Practice certification.

In this study, the study participants were divided based on

its systolic blood pressure (SBP) and diastolic blood pressure

(DBP) category. High systolic blood pressure (SBP) was

defined as SBP greater than 139 mmHg, while high DBP was

determined if DBP more than 89 mmHg. Serum

malondialdehyde and total antioxidant capacity were used

as oxidative stress marker, while hs-CRP, platelet-to-

lymphocyte and lymphocyte-to-monocyte ratio as

inflammation marker.

Blood pressure measurement

All BP measurement were performed trained examiner utilizing a

standard stethoscope and sphygmomanometer. Resting blood

pressure (BP) was measured in a situated position by

auscultation utilizing the Riva-Rocci-Korotkoff technique

following 5 minutes of rest. Systolic and diastolic BP were

controlled by the beginning and vanishing of the Korotkoff

sounds (K1 and K5), individually. Proper cuff sizes were chosen

by the upper right arm boundary by alluding to procedural

guidelines. Three BP readings were taken at 2-minute interims.

The least measurement result was utilized in the analysis. The

participants of this study were grouped based on their SBP and

DBP based on the criteria of hypertension stated in the American

College of Cardiology’s 2017 Guideline for High Blood Pressure

in Adults. High SBP was defined as SBP > 139 mmHg and high

DBP means DBP>89 mmHg. 12

Laboratory examination

The laboratory test measured in this study consisted of

leucocyte differential count from peripheral blood cell, serum

Malondialdehyde, Total Antioxidant Capacity, and hs-CRP.

Serum MDA was measured in blood serum and process by

HPLC method using Agilent 1100. The serum TAC measured

in blood serum and process by Colorimetry method using

Advia 1800. Serum Hs-CRP measured in blood serum and

process using particle enhanced turbidimetry (Roche

Diagnoostic, CA, USA).  The urine level of albumin and

creatinine were measured with a Hitachi 7600 using a

turbidimetric immunoassay and an enzymatic method,

respectively.

Statistical Analysis

All quantitative data were subject to normality test using

Saphiro-Wilk method. Normally distributed values were

described as mean and standard deviation (SD) and not

normally distributed values were stated as median

(interquartile range). Difference of oxidative stress marker

level, inflammatory marker, and urine Albumin-to-Creatinine
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ratio between normal and high BP within DBP and SBP

groups were calculated using Mann-Whitney test. Difference

of marker levels between all groups was tested using

Kruskall-Wallis test. Interaction between blood pressure

subgroups with oxidative stress marker level, inflammatory

marker, and urine Albumin-to-Creatinine ratio were assessed

using Spearman test.  All comparison test utilized in this

study used two-tailed 95% Confidence Interval. Significant

difference was defined if the p-value<0.05. Data analysis is

supported by XLSTAT version 2016.02.28451.

Results:

Characteristic of study participants

Seventy-one patients were evaluated in this study (median

age 59 y.o., 41 male). The baseline characteristics of the study

participants were described in Table 1. Twenty-six patients

(30 %) were on hemodialysis. The median of eGFR was 20

ml/minute/1.73 m2 (3 – 39).  As much as 73% of the study

participant had type 2 DM, 87% had hypertension and 41%

had congestive heart failure.

Comparison of Oxidative Stress Marker Level between SBP

and DBP category

This study divided participants based on its SBP and DBP

category, then compared the level of oxidative stress marker.

Serum MDA and TAC were used to describe the states of

oxidative stress. The MDA level is higher in high SBP (2.9 ±

0.6 mmol/L) compared to normal SBP group (2.4 IQR 2.2-2.9),

but there was no different between the high DBP (3.0 ± 0.6

mmol/L) and the normal DBP groups (2.5 IQR 2.2- 3.1 mmol/

L) (Fig 1a). Serum TAC were lower in high SBP (2.3 ± 0.7

mmol/L) compared to normal SBP (2.95 ± 0.7 mmol/L), and

lower in high DBP (2.3 ± 0.7 mmol/L) compared to normal

DBP (2.8 ± 0.6 mmol/L) groups (Fig 1b).

Table I: Characteristics of Study Participants

Characteristic All participant(n=71)

Age (years) 59 (53-63)

Sex ratio (M/F) 41/30

Kidney Function

eGFR (ml/minute/1.73 m2) 20 (3 – 39)

Urine ACR 408 (19 – 2174)

Serum Creatinine (mg/dL) 2.9 (1.7 – 12.7)

Serum Cystatin-C (mg/L) 2.8 (1.7 – 6.7)

HD, n (%) 26 (37)

Cardiovascular Disease and Risk Factors

Type 2 Diabetes, n (%) 54 (76)

Hypertension, n (%) 62 (87)

High SBP, n (%) 26 (37)

High DBP, n (%) 10 (14)

Chronic heart failure, n (%) 29 (41)

Table II: Spearman’s Correlation of Oxidative Stress,

Inflammatory Marker, and Urine ACR between groups, we

tested their association with high SBP and DBP

             High SBP           High DBP

r P r P

Serum MDA 0.299 0.012 - ns

Serum TAC 0.504 < 0,0001 0.277 0.020

Hs-CRP 0.253 0.034 - ns

Platelet-to-lymphocyte ratio 0.272 0.022 - ns

Lymphocyte-to-monocyte ratio -0.235 0.048 - ns

Urine ACR 0.437 <0.0001 0.247 0.038

Figure 1: Oxidative stress marker level among study participants. a) Serum MDA level in normal and high SBP as well as

DBP; b) Serum MDA level in normal and high SBP as well as DBP. * P<0.05; ** P<0.01; and # P<0.0001
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Figure 2: Inflammatory marker level among study participants. a) Serum hs-CRP level; b) Platelet-to-lymphocyte ratio

level; and c) Lymphocyte-to-monocyte ratio in normal and high SBP as well as DBP group. * P<0.05

Figure 3. Urine Albumin-to-Creatinine ratio among study

participants. * P<0.05; **P<0.001

Comparison of Inflammatory Markers Level between SBP

and DBP category

This study also compared the level of inflammation among

the study participants. Hs-CRP, platelet-to-lymphocyte and

lymphocyte-to-monocyte ratio were used to describe the

inflammation in CKD patients. Hs-CRP level was higher in

high SBP (2.4 IQR 1.5 - 5.9 mg/L) compared to normal SBP

groups (1.5 IQR 0.9 - 3.5 mg/L) (Fig. 2a). Platelet-to-

Lymphocyte ratio was greater in high SBP (173.5 ± 52.7)

compared to normal SBP (144.2 IQR 100.3 – 178) groups (Fig.

2b).  Lymphocyte-to-monocyte ratio was lower in high SBP

(3.7 ± 1.8) compared to normal SBP groups (4.5 ± 1.5)

(Fig. 2c).

Comparison of Urine Albumin-to-Creatinine Ratio between

SBP and DBP category

To assess the degree of kidney damage, the urine ACR were

measured. The Urine ACR were different among the four

subgroups (P<0.001). Urine ACR was higher in high SBP

(1789 IQR  587 – 3646) compared to the normal SBP groups

(164 IQR 6 – 990). The urine ACR was also higher in high

DBP (2174 ± 917 – 3600) compared to normal DBP groups

(237 ± 10 – 1789) (Fig. 3).

Association between High SBP and DBP with Oxidative

Stress, Inflammatory Marker, and Urine Albumin Excretion

After comparing the oxidative stress, inflammatory marker,

and urine ACR between groups, this study tested the

association of those markers with high SBP and DBP. High

SBP was associated with serum MDA, TAC, Hs-CRP,

Platelet-to-Lymphocyte ratio, Lymphocyte-to-Monocyte

ratio and Urine ACR (Table 2). High DBP was only associated

serum TAC and Urine ACR.

Discussion:

Our study showed that both high SBP and DBP associated

with some of cardiovascular risk factors in CKD including

oxidative stress, inflammation and albuminuria. Participants

with high SBP demonstrated increased level of oxidative

stress marker and lower level of total antioxidant capacity.

Our previous study also found that pro-oxidant state and

genetic predisposition factors existed in individual with

CKD.13 This study result reassured the previous finding

which revealed higher MDA level in hypertensive patients.4

Malondialdehyde is a marker of lipid peroxidation that

increase along with reactive oxygen species (ROS) activity.
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In addition of have higher oxidative stress marker, high SBP

group exhibited a lower TAC level. This finding may explain

the marked increase in MDA was due to the failure of

antioxidant defense, indicated by lower TAC level. Other

study by Xu et al 14 also revealed that hypertensive CKD

patients had increase level of MDA and lower level of

antioxidant such as Superoxide dismutase and Glutathione

Peroxidase.

Besides having pro-oxidant states, our study showed an

association of high SBP with high hs-CRP. Chronic Renal

Insufficiency Cohort (CRIC) study demonstrated that

increased inflammatory markers were associated with

albuminuria and negatively correlated with eGFR.15 In a

multicenter international kidney disease register, hs-CRP

predicted all-cause mortality of hemodialysis patients with

precision better than leukocyte counts and ferritin.16

Increased plasma hs-CRP was strongly associated with

increased body fat, arterial stiffness and cardiovascular

mortality both in population with and without CKD.17,18 In

experimental model, it has been demonstrated that increased

blood pressure promote pro-inflammatory cytokines and

endothelial damages.19

The rising level of hs-CRP in our study was supported by

the finding of increased platelet-to-lymphocyte and lower

lymphocyte-to-monocyte ratio in participants with high SBP.

Turkmen et al 20 has previously showed that platelet-to-

lymphocyte ratio is a reliable marker of inflammation in ESRD

with better predictive value compared to neutrophil-to-

lymphocyte ratio. In non-CKD population, platelet-to-

lymphocyte ratio demonstrated predictive ability for all-cause

mortality after non-ST elevation myocardial infarction.21

In the other hand, pro-inflammatory state in CKD is not only

a factor that contribute to the progression towards ESRD

and mortality, but also occurs as a consequence of decreased

renal function and increased cytokines production.

Decreased GFR may cause lower clearance of circulating

pro-inflammatory cytokines, thus increased the cytokines

plasma level.22,23

Other factors that increased the pro-inflammatory cytokines

production in CKD such as uremia, metabolic acidosis,

uncontrolled blood pressure, frequent blood access infection,

and thrombosed IV fistula might also contribute to the

inflammation.22 Uremic state produces oxidative and

carbonyl stress which are pro-inflammatory.24  The uremic

states also contributed to intestinal dysbiosis that was

suggested to trigger translocation of gut bacteria into

systemic circulation and activate systemic inflammation.25,26

As the result, inflammation markers such as IL-6, TNF-alpha,

and hs-CRP are increased in CKD patients.15

There has been an ample of experimental and clinical

evidence that showed hypertension as progression factors

of CKD. In this study, the urine ACR was evaluated in patients

with increased SBP or DBP. In CKD patients, albuminuria is

strongly associated with arterial stiffness and currently used

as a progression marker of kidney damage.27 Our result

showed that both groups of participants with high SBP or

DBP had higher urine ACR compared to their normal

counterparts respectively. The previous study also revealed

similar finding that normotensive individuals are less likely

to develop albuminuria.28 In the context of outcomes and

mortality prediction, albuminuria was comparable to hs-

CRP.16 Considering the study result that showed the

interaction of increased blood pressure with oxidative stress

and inflammation, implied that a proper blood pressure control

in CKD patients may delay CKD progression and reduce

cardiovascular risk. Our previous study showed that an

intervention to reduce oxidative stress decreased the

surrogate marker level of endothelial dysfunction.29

Conclusions:

This study result should be viewed with its limitation.

Considering the cross sectional design of this study, the

association of increased SBP and DBP with other

cardiovascular risk factors did not infer any causality

relationship. The weak and moderate association of SBP

and DBP with inflammation and stress oxidative also might

result from the small size of study participants.

In overall, this study is able some degree of association

between high SBP and DBP with several non-traditional

cardiovascular risk in CKD. However, further investigation

with proper design is highly needed to evaluate the long

term outcome and cost effectiveness of managing blood

pressure while directly targeting inflammation and stress

oxidative in CKD patients.
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